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SEMIBOUNDED EXTENSIONS OF SINGULAR ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

BY 

ALLAN M. KRALL 

ABSTRACT. The self-adjoint extensions of the singular differen
tial operator Ly = [ (py')' + qy]/w, where p < 0, w > 0, q ^ mw, 
are characterized under limit-circle conditions. It is shown that as 
long as the coefficients of certain boundary conditions define points 
which lie between two lines, the extension they help define has the 
same lower bound. 

Introduction. Since the advent of studying differential operators in a Hilbert 
space (see 7), there has been a great deal of interest in the characterization of 
self-adjoint, semibounded operators (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 7, 8]. A self-adjoint operator, 
of course, has a real spectrum, and a semibound for such an operator also serves 
as a semibound for its spectrum. The Friedrichs extension [1, 8] of a symmetric, 
semibounded operator is the self-adjoint extension with the greatest lower (or 
least upper) bound. 

If we consider the Sturm-Liouville operator 

4> = [ (py'Y + qyyy 

where p, q, w are real valued and measurable on [a, b], p~ , q and w are 
integrable, p < 0, w > 0 and q ^ mw for some fixed m, then when y is in the 
domain of the minimal operator Lm, 

<Lmy,y) = JJipyy + qy\ydx 

= (-P)yyt + j \ [~p\y'\2 + q\y\2W* 

fb 2 
^ m J \y\ wdx = m{y, y), 

and so Lm is bounded below by m. 
(We remind the reader that the minimal and maximal operators are character

ized in the following way: Let Dm consist of those elements y satisfying 
1. y is in L2(a, b\ w) 
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2. y is differentiable and py' is absolutely continuous on compact subintervals 
of (<z, b) 

3- fy = [ (py'ï + qy]/w is in L2(a, b\ w) 
4. At regular boundaries y and yf are 0. At singular boundaries y and y' 

vanish in a neighborhood of the boundary. 
Then let L'm be defined by setting Lmy = fy for all y in Dm. The minimal 
operator, Lm, is the closure of L'm. If both a and b are regular points, Lm and L'm 

coincide. 
The domain, DM, of the maximal operator, LM, consists of those elements y 

satisfying 1, 2 and 3 above. LM is defined by setting LMy = ^ for all j> in DM. It 
is well known that L^ = LM and L%f = Lm. (For further information we cite 
[6, pp. 60-70].) 

In the regular case self-adjoint extensions are characterized by boundary 
conditions: Let L be a self-adjoint extension of Lm whose domain is restricted 
by 

h0y(a) ~ hlP(a)y'(a) = 0, h\ + h\ = 1 

H0y(b) + Hxp{b)y\b) = 0, H2
0 + E\ = 1. 

Then the terms (— p)y'y\a cannot be thrown away. Setting 

hxy(a) + h0p(a)y'(a) = <t> 

and 

-Hxy(b) + H0p(b)y'(b) = *, 

where </> and <// are arbitrary, the parametric forms of the boundary conditions, 

y(a) = -hrf, p(b)y'(b) = h0<t> 

y(b) = # ,* , /)(ft) /( i) = //Q'/' 

are found, and 

(Ly, y) = H0HX\M2 + / ^ l 2 + fa[(-p)\yf + ^ i V * . 

If i / 0^i = 0 a n d Ao î = 0, then we also have (Ly9 y) = m(y9 y). 

THEOREM. The regular Sturm-Liouville operator L, defined on L [a, b; w] by 

Ly = [ (pyj + qy]/w 

where p, q and w are real valued and measurable on [a, b], p~ , q and w are 
integrable, p < 0, w > 0 and q ^ mw, and whose domain is constrained by 
boundary conditions 

h0y(a) - hlP(a)y'(a) = 0 

HQy(b) + H0p(b)y'{b) = 0 
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is bounded below by m, just as the minimal operator generated by 

fy = [(pyJ + qy\iv>> 

if and only ifh0hl g 0, HQHX ^ 0. 

The purpose of this article is to extend this result to singular problems by 
using newly formulated singular boundary conditions [4]. The technique is 
somewhat more complicated, but is otherwise surprisingly similar. 

SINGULAR EXTENSIONS. The only change in the assumptions is that we 
require that p~l, q and w be locally integrable rather than integrable over all of 
[a, b]. The problem remains the same: What is to be done with the terms 

(-p)yJÙ 
For the sake of simplicity we temporarily assume that a is still a regular point. 

At a we assume a boundary condition h0y(a) — hxp(a)y\a) = 0 as before. The 
singularity at b is assumed to be limit-circle. That is, all solutions of (py')' + 
qy = Xwy are in L (a, b; w) for all values of X. The alternative, the limit point 
case, in which for each X, Im X ¥* 0, there is only one independent solution in 
L (a, b\ w) requires no constraint at b. The operator satisfying the boundary 
condition at a is self-adjoint, and, if h0hx è 0, is also bounded below by m. 

We make the fundamental assumption that the energy integral 

jb
a[-p\/\2 + q\y\2]dx 

is finite for all y in the domain of the maximal operator. 

This is essentially a physical assumption, since in many applications the two 
terms under the integral represent kinetic and potential energy. The assumption 
also is encountered when "left-definite" boundary value problems are con
sidered. We shall not consider them in this paper. 

LEMMA. For all y, z in the domain of the maximal operator lim^^^ (py'Jz 
exists. 

PROOF. Define 

{y>y} = II i w + wly**- Sa K-/>)l/l2 + 4\y\2Vx. 
This equals {py')y\a. As b' —> ft, the limit clearly exists. By use of the polariza
tion identity, 

{y, z) = (l/4)[ {y + z, y + z) - {y - z, y - z) 

+ i{y + iz, y 4- iz} - i{y - iz, y - iz) ], 

which equals (py')1z\a, (py')~z\b
a is defined, since as V —> b the limit exists as the 

limit of the four terms on the right, each of which has a limit. 
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We need to define what are singular boundary conditions. Let w, v be 
solutions of 

(pyj + qy = o 

which also satisfy 

p(uv' — i/'v) = 1. 

(These can be found by standard methods beginning at any point in (a, b), then 
extended throughout all of (a, b).) Let bw bv be given as solutions of 

(pu* pv')\-bj = (Py) 

for any y in the domain of the maximal operator. Then at x = b\ 

K = p(u'y - uy') 

K = p(v'y - v / ) . 

It is well known [4], [5] that as b' —> b, bw bv have finite limits. We denote these 
by Bu(y) and Bv(y). These are singular boundary conditions. 

The most general singular boundary condition at b is a linear combination of 
these: 

HoB^y) + HxBv{y) = 0, H\ + H2
X = 1. 

It is also known [5] that the operator whose domain is restricted by the regular 
boundary condition at a and by the condition above is self-adjoint if and only if 
all the coefficients h0, hl9 H0, Hx are real. We denote that operator byJ^ 

Let us now consider (py')y(b') as bf—» b. 

(P/)y - (y, pril X;,) 

- *• M: PX Xi' ;-)(-\) 
- A - M S r;:)(-\) 

By the lemma all the terms in the central matrix have limits. The vectors do 
likewise. So as V —> b 

(py')y(b) = (Bv(y), -BH(y)^ f ) ( _ ^ } ) -

Note further that 

(pi/v + pv'uf - 4(pu'v)(pv'u) = [p(uv' - Vu)f = 1. 
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Hence as b' —> b, we find (/? 4- y)2 — 4a8 = 1. They are not all zero. 
Now let 

HoBu(y) + HxBv(y) = 0 

-HxBu(y) + HçBv(y) = * 

where \p is arbitrary. Then 

/ Bv(y) \ (H0 Hx \[A 
\-Bu(y)J \H, -H0J\0J 

and 

= [aH2
0 + 08 + y)H0Hx + 8H2

XU\2. 

This is greater than or equal to zero if and only if H0 and Hx are chosen such 
that 

aH2
0 + 08 + y)H0Hx + 8H2

X ^ 0. 

THEOREM. Let & be an extension of the minimal operator generated by 

[ (py'Y + 4yVw on L (a> °\ w) whose domain is restricted by 

h0y(a) - hxp(a)y\a) = 0, hi + h\ = 1, 

H^iy) + H{Bv(y) = 0, H% + H\ = 1. 

££ is bounded below by m if and only if 

ai/{5 + 08 + Y ) # 0 # I + 5 # i = 0. 

The equation above represents two lines in the (H0, if^-plane. If a ^ 0, the 
area in which (H0, Hx) consists of those regions containing the H0 axis. If a < 0, 
(H0, Hx) must be outside those regions. If 8 > 0, (H0, Hx) must be in those 
regions containing the Hx axis. If 8 < 0, (H0, Hx) must be outside those regions. 
If a = 8 = 0, then when fi + y > 0, (//0, ifj) must be in the first or third quad
rants. If /? 4- y < 0, (H0, Hx) must be in the second or fourth quadrants. 

The regular case at b may be considered as a limit-circle case. We choose u 
and v so that 

u(b) = 1, p(b)u'(b) = 0, 

v(b) = 0, p(b)v'(b) = 1. 
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Then 

This is the same matrix found in the introduction. 
The results can be extended to cover the limit-circle case at a as well. We use 

Cu(y) and Cv(y) to indicate the limits of bu and bv as x —> a. The most general 
linear boundary condition at a is 

h0Cu(y) - hxCv(y) = 0, hl + h] = 1. 

If h0, hx, H0, Hx are real, then the extension of the minimal operator & whose 
domain is restricted by 

HoB^y) + HxBv(y) = 0, 

KCu{y) - h,cv(y) = o, 

is self-adjoint. Setting 

h0Cu(y) - hxCv{y) = 0 

hxCu(y) + h0Cv(y) = <j>, 

where <j> is arbitrary, yields 

( Cv(y) \ = (ho - * , \(<t>\ 
\-Cu(y)) I-A, -h0J\0) 

and 

-<^»-<*iv.U8(-rj 
= -[dig - (f + T J ) V I + 0h]]\4>\2

9 

where J is the limit of , , as x —> a. 
yq 8} xpuv pvv) 

THEOREM. Let ££ be an extension of the minimal operator generated by 
[ (py'Y + qy]/w on L (a, b; w) whose domain is restricted by 

h0Cu(y) ~ hxCv(y) = 0, hl + h] = 1, 

HoBu(y) + HxBv(y) = 0, H2
0 + H] = 1. 

J5f is bounded below by m if and only if 

eh2
0 - (f + V)h0hx + Oh] =i 0, 

CLHI + (B + y)HoHx + 8H2
X â 0. 

A word of warning is in order. The Legendre operator fy = ( (x — \)y')\ 
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defined on L (— 1, 1) does not fit the criteria assumed here. The energy 
integral 

f\x (i - x2)\y\2dx 

can be infinite, y = (\/2Yn[ (1 — x)/(\ + x) ] is in the domain of the maximal 
operator, but has infinite energy. 

REMARKS. We would like to thank Hans G. Kaper, Man Kam Kwong and 
Anton Zettl for introducing us to this problem and for providing helpful 
preprints [2], [3] to serve as a guide. 
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